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Abstract 

 The compass needle of the next decade’s social well-

being (low crime rate, high literacy, optimum standard 

of living,…) will always point to one direction -  that of 

today’s School Mental Health. A bird’s eye view on this 

topic with respect to developed countries like Finland, 

U.K and the U.S.A leads us to this universal fact: The 

onus of creating a well-balanced nation is to be borne by 

the triangular forces: Family – Teachers – Society. 

 Clarity in the vision and mission of the education 

imparted at the elementary level would make room for 

the sustained degree of learning. Is the objective to make 

the student literate? Or, is it to stimulate the faculty of 

rational thinking? Addressing this basic question would 

fortify the research on the mental health of the school 

student. 

 Economic criteria, cultural influence, personal 

outlook and political planning go hand-in-hand to 

create, nurture, prolong and set the mental health of the 

school student community. This paper would lay stress 

on various practical and realistic approaches to deal with 

the School Mental Health and the allied sub-themes that 

are inevitable and complimentary. Focus would be on 

the cost-effective, result-oriented and student-friendly 

methods that are often already prevalent, but forgotten or 

ignored. This paper focuses on the how’s, what’s and 

why’s of imparting the holistic development of the School 

Student, paving way to him/her becoming life-ready, 

rather than job-ready.  
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Student relationship 

 

 

Introduction 

 A quest about the top ten countries of the world leads us to a list of nations with highly 

developed economies, where the GDP (Gross Domestic Product), GNP (Gross National Product) 

and per capita income are at commendable heights, and so also their high literacy rate. But 

paradoxically, an overview of the crime rates in the same list of developed nations reveals that the 

line of high literacy and the line of low crime rate do not necessarily run parallel to each other. And, 

the relatively recent (2011-2012) parameter of „Happiness Index‟ brings in to focus one of the 

world‟s poorest countries, Bhutan, where the literacy rate is 63%, way below the global literacy rate 

of 86.3% topping the chart as the happiest nation in Asia and the 8th globally. While it is significant 

to note that not all top developed countries have low crime rates, nations with leading literacy rates 

(Norway-100%, Denmark, Iceland and Switzerland, each with 99%) are also found to top the 

Happiness Index list. 

 In this context, India, world‟s largest democracy, finds itself in the moderate middle-path when 

it comes to the literacy rate – 72.1% compared to 86.3%, the global literacy rate. This paper is an 

effort to throw light on the pragmatic realities and challenges placed before the Indian schooling 

community with special attention to mental health. The paper proposes to analyse the prerogative 

of this powerful and perennial, yet constantly self-amending group. Some suggestions and modified 

approaches are put-forth. 

 Although the triangular forces – Parents-Teachers-Society are responsible for the mental health 

of the student, reforms leading to nation-building are achievable through the organised sector of 
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teachers than by divergent community of parents and the fleeting stances of the society. Hence, this 

paper lays stress on the dynamic, consistent and inexorable role of the teacher. 

 

Objectives of Nation-Building through Ideal Schooling 

 The process of nation building can effectively eventuate by preparing physically and mentally 

healthy students at school-level. In order to achieve this, this paper peruses the raison d‟être of the 

teacher in detail, in nurturing the school mental health as follows: 

 Ideal Schooling : The Teacher’s Role 

 The vision for strong nation demands stringent approach towards the teacher‟s role. All aspects 

in the symbiotic relationship between the teacher and the student are explored. 

 School Mental Health: Redefining the Teacher’s Role 

 The Modern schooling necessitates a classic shift from the ancient concepts of teacher-student 

association. The changing scenario of communication and mass-media is the compelling criteria for 

the new avatar of the teacher. The bilateral hardships, so also the tools of transformation are 

analysed.  

 Nation building: Outcome of the Golden Decree for the Teacher 

 An academic renaissance could be triggered when the „redefined‟ teacher takes on the mantle of 

the all-new approach to quintessential teaching. Nation building becomes the cogent result. 

 

Major Factors of School-Based Mental Health 

 Though the economic criteria, cultural influence, personal outlook and political planning are 

the basic factors that tend to create, propagate and define the school-based mental health, further 

classifications do exist. Leaving aside conditions like Down syndrome and Autism spectrum 

disorders which are purely medical and restrictive and semi-biological conditions like ADHD 

(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) and ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) that is 

therapeutic, it is important to focus on the increasing reports on the mood disorders, child abuse, 

types of learning disabilities, over exposure to mass media, domestic violence and also economic 

challenges.    

 

1. Ideal Schooling: The Teacher’s Role 

 A discussion on „Ideal Schooling‟ necessitates redefining the role of the teacher. The pivot of 

such schooling, the candidature to the post of Teacher mandates the love for learning continuously 

as Dr. Amartya Sen, a renowned teacher himself, says, “I don‟t think that I have ever published a 

book or a paper which I had not first presented in my class. Sometimes I don‟t even understand an 

argument fully until I have lectured on it.‟ India is witnessing laudable efforts by the successive 

governments to standardise the appointment of teachers through recommendations of various 

committees and commissions and NCTE (National Council of Teacher Education) by conducting 

T.E.T (Teacher Eligibility Test) for school-level, and S.E.T and N.E.T (State Eligibility Test and 

National Eligibility Test respectively) for college-level teaching. T.E.T is an important step towards 

implementation of Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009. Teachers so 

appointed are certain to impart holistic teaching once they view their posting as a vocation and not 

just a paid-profession and continue to serve the student community with passion, in a symbiotic and 
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healthy manner.Updating of subject knowledge is a paramount requirement for the teacher, failing 

which the outcome is catastrophic, adverse and redundant: 

 Knowledge imparted is partial with or without distortion of facts. 

 The student is discouraged to assimilate the topic with total understanding. 

 The student is prevented to elucidate his doubts by some form of punishment - corporal or 

verbal, thereby arresting the real sense of teaching - learning. 

 This trait being cyclic (unless the teacher qualifier once again in the manner deemed 

satisfactory), the school itself runs the risk of churning out mal-informed students, not sure 

about the basics, year after year until the dangerous void is filled judiciously. 

 An alarming on-set becomes imminent: If such teachers continue in service unchecked due to 

several reasons (paucity of replacing faculty, legal aspects - to name a few), the institution runs 

in to the danger of complacence setting in. Any sign of positive growth is hindered. 

 Such a teacher becomes a liability and the students more likely than not, dislike the subject as 

no interest has been initiated. Hence restlessness is sown within the walls of the classroom, leading 

to other negative outcomes: 

 Fear of the subject. 

 Lack of trust and respect for the teacher. 

 Avoidance of the tests and exams related to the teacher or the subject. 

 Engaging in undesirable activities during the class hours that could be otherwise spent wisely. 

 On the other hand, a teacher with good knowledge of subject could set on a mission of lighting 

up the academic lives of the students. The subject becomes popular, favourite and taken up for 

further – higher learning levels. By clarifying doubts, the teacher opens new doors to the 

completeness of knowledge within the framework of the syllabus. 

 

2. School Mental Health : Redefining the Teacher’s Role 

The time now is more apt to contribute valuable inputs to the teaching community, as  

 the student unrest for the so-called social causes mushrooms by the day, leading to loss of 

teaching-hours, 

 the internet predators are on virtual surgical murderous strikes on vulnerable youngsters 

considering the startling reach and negative influence of the Blue Whale menace, 

 even the most studious and capable students fall prey to the invincible power of the screen - be it 

the television, computers, laptops, tablets, i-pads or mobile phone s with  the distorted truth and 

half-lies, online games, videos - very often with highly objectionable, immoral, obscene or even 

violent contents invading the young minds, 

 Easy availability of intoxicating drinks, growing clandestine market for narcotics, distressing 

change in the opinion on sex-related matters, misguidance on decision-making, the tentacles 

waiting to devour the school-going students are ever increasing. Thus, by widening the 

perspective about the social predicament of the school students, there essentially has been a 

paradigm shift in the role of the teacher. From what a near-perfect teacher is understandably 

expected to do - to be confidant and assertive about the teaching material, the role evolves and 

shifts to the next level. Wearing the new hat – the quasi-parenting is now not an option, but an 

obligatory, added responsibility rather than a forced duty. A report on Mental Health 

Programmes in Schools released by the World Health Organisation reiterates this: “Nearly one 
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in five children and adolescents will have an emotional/behavioural disorder at some time 

during their youth regardless of where they live and how well to do they are.” 
 Quasi-parenting enables the teacher to look beyond the formal teacher-student relationship. 

Paying attention to  

 the student‟s absenteeism,  

 anomaly in the academic performance, 

 clashes within groups of students,  

 bullying,  

 mugging, 

 anxiety disorders, 

 unruly  attitude towards teachers and peers 

 Any such vagaries reported are the direct onus of the teacher. What could be the corrective 

measure? When reasoning becomes impossible, the instinctive way to contain the damage is simple, 

rampant, but contemplative: the Corporeal Punishment: slapping, hitting with a stick or ruler, 

pinching, hitting with knuckles or other forms of physical abuses are not unheard of, Instant 

gratification is the only result for the punisher, But the consequences are far-fetched:“When physical 

contact is initiated by an authority figure, such as a teacher at school, it teaches children that 

violence is a way to solve problems. Research has demonstrated that this lesson is learned not only 

by the students who receive the corporeal punishment but also others who witness the incidents.”  

 Instead of physically punishing, if the teacher resorts to verbal abuses, the outcome could as 

well be petrifying, the student could end up 

 being depressed in varying degrees, 

 losing self-esteem as well as self-confidence, 

 turning suicidal, 

 becoming violent and vent out on others, 

 giving up efforts to learn, paving way to self-hate, 

 or even contemplate dropping out of school in the long run. 

 Here comes the „larger-than-life‟ role of a teacher: The teacher need not be a „Superman‟ or a 

„Superwoman‟. Instead, by being humane, being a leader and not a mere manager of the crowd, 

zealous, willing to learn and impart knowledge and go the extra mile to enlighten the students, and 

above all, “be there” for them whenever necessary. This list is not unrealistic or idealistic, for, great 

teachers have  been around always in every field - right from the great Chanakya (371B.C -283B.C), 

up to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan and Dr. A.P.J.Abdul Kalam. 

 

3. Nation-Building: Outcome of The Golden Decree for the Teacher 

 The common trait in these accomplished teachers is that they lived as teachers all through their 

life, leading by example. The Golden Decree for this kind of ideal teacher is unique: 

 „School-going‟ for the students rather becomes „home-coming‟: Within the walls of the 

classroom, the teacher exercises autonomy which is student-inclusive. Together, they live 

through a learning experience. 

 Clarification of doubts and phases of understanding by the heterogeneous class open new roads 

to wisdom. 
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 Healthy discussions and pitched debates are compelling ways of inviting the slow-learners‟ 

participation. 

 Garnering team-spirit, mutual respect, „agree-to-disagree‟ viewpoints, accepting failures, 

planning strategies are all the exciting, highly positive outcomes. 

 Innovation and creativity blossom that reflect in all forms of expression. 

 Self-love of the student bring along tolerance and compassion. 

 The sense of belonging makes the aspiring student to be a champion of the institution‟s 

expectations. 

 The student learns to inculcate the core values of a healthy society – collective responsibility, 

crisis management, networking and  perseverance for the right cause. 

 The urge to lie, cheat, misbehave, abscond from sessions, to indulge in anti-social activities or to 

inflict any self-harm do not arise as the student learns to stand up for the right causes in the 

manner within the framework of the school‟s policies or the country‟s court of law. 

 All the above are not hypothetical probabilities, but imminent possibilities as the teacher gets 

transformed to a Trend-setter. With such teachers reaching out to the students of a class, the need 

for a separate Moral Instruction Class or a Value Education period stands self-contained. It is 

interesting to note that such a teacher would play a restricted role of a Catalyst behind the evolving 

students, donning them with holistic education, making them Thinkers first, Doers next. 

 

Conclusion 

 Finland‟s falling mental health spending and high suicide rates are concerning, says OECD 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development). Considering the fact that Finland is a 

100% literate nation, the relevance of this paper‟s detailed study is a small step towards revamping 

the school mental health through the modified role of the teacher. A gentle revolution is in the 

making with every „precursor‟ aka „teacher‟. The teacher thus takes forward the vision of Dr. Abdul 

Kalam who worked tirelessly towards Nation-Building, by ensuring School Mental Health. 
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